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Abstract. We performed ratiometric analysis of retinal optical coherence tomography images for the first time in
multiple sclerosis (MS) patients. The ratiometric analysis identified differences in several retinal layer thickness
ratios in the cohort of MS subjects without a history of optic neuritis (ON) compared to healthy control (HC)
subjects, and there was no difference in standard retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT ). The difference
in such ratios between HC subjects and those with mild MS-disability, without a difference in RNFLT , further
suggests the possibility of using layer ratiometric analysis for detecting early retinal changes in MS. Ratiometric
analysis may be useful and potentially more sensitive for detecting disease changes in MS. © 2016 Society of Photo-

Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.21.9.095001]
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1 Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is known as an inflammatory, autoim-
mune, demyelinating disease of the central nervous system
(CNS) and is the most common nontraumatic cause of neuro-
logical disability in early to middle adulthood.1 As the retina
is part of the CNS, a broad spectrum of visual disturbances,
spanning both the visual sensory and ocular motor systems,
has been identified as a consequence of MS. Optic neuritis
(ON), a common initial manifestation of MS, is an immune-
mediated acute inflammatory disorder of the optic nerve.2

It is estimated that nearly 20% of all patients with MS present
initially with ON, and an additional 40% will have ON at some
point in their disease course.3 Most patients with ON have good
recovery of visual function, but demyelination, ion-channel
redistribution, and axonal loss often lead to some remaining
subtle signs and symptoms. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
provides information regarding disease burden, with emphasis
on inflammation and demyelination, but its capacity to precisely
quantify axonal and neuronal loss within the brain has been lim-
ited. MRI further provides essentially no information regarding
disease pathology in the anterior visual pathway.4

Optical coherence tomography (OCT)5–7 is an established
noninvasive imaging technique that can be used to identify
image-based markers for diagnostics and clinical investigation
of retinal diseases. Spectral domain OCT systems can capture
retinal images at a faster scan rate and higher resolution to detect
diseases that affect the retina, including those resulting from

axonal loss affecting the anterior optic pathway, such as
MS.8,9 Since the retina is a readily accessible part of the
CNS for clinical examination, the cross-sectional images of
OCT are more frequently being used for retinal imaging in
many eye diseases. With recent advances in algorithms for seg-
menting OCT images,10 quantitative measurements of retinal
layer thicknesses have the potential to become useful image-
based biomarkers to assess axonal loss in patients with MS
and potentially a useful method for monitoring MS progression
and treatment. Several research groups have reported peripapil-
lary retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT ) thinning mea-
sured by OCT in MS4,11 and based on ON,12,13 that may be
useful as a surrogate marker for brain atrophy. Some research
supports a thinning of the ganglion cell layer (GCL) across
all MS subtypes.9 Moreover, the macular inner and outer nuclear
layers along with peripapillary RNFL are thinner in a subset of
MS patients compared with normal controls.14

Our hypothesis is that there may be other retinal layer thick-
nesses demonstrating differences in MS patients when com-
pared with healthy control (HC) subjects and patients with a
history of ON. Analysis of ratios of layer thicknesses (ratiomet-
ric analysis), in particular, has recently appeared as a quantita-
tive measure along with the thicknesses of individual layers. The
GCL thickness and total retinal thickness ratio was used in diag-
nosing glaucoma,15 whereas neuronal remodeling of the fovea in
Parkinson’s disease was quantified with a measure of inner par-
afoveal to inner foveal thickness ratio.16 We therefore hypoth-
esize that such ratios of different retinal layer thicknesses may
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be useful for detecting early or incremental pathology of the
anterior visual pathway in MS.

Herein, we present a ratiometric analysis of retinal layers
from OCT in MS and ON. We report that the RNFLT is different
in MS subjects compared to HC and subjects with a history of
ON. All of the thicknesses involving the RNFL are different in
subjects with a history of ON when compared to MS subjects.
Moreover, several ratios were different in the MS-mild disability
group compared to HC, even though there was no difference
in RNFLT . We present a cohort of MS subjects that had no
difference in RNFLT when compared to HC, but there were
differences in several ratios.

2 Methods

2.1 Human Subjects

Participant recruitment occurred between February 2013 and
September 2013, and MS was diagnosed based on 2010
McDonald criteria.17 We distributed flyers to participants
from previous studies in our laboratory who had expressed inter-
est in future research opportunities and to participants within
the North American Research Committee on MS registry.
MS patients outside of the age range of 18 to 64 years and
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS)18 score >8.0 were
excluded. Participants with MS (n ¼ 58) and HCs without
any history of ocular or neurologic disease (n ¼ 13) were
recruited for the study. The analysis includes 24 eyes from
13 HC subjects, 38 eyes from 20 MS-mild patients, 31 eyes
from 19 MS-moderate patients, and 36 eyes from 19 MS-severe
patients. Further, 24 eyes, all in MS patients, had a history of
ON. The MS study subjects were divided into three disability
groups based on the EDSS score: mild (EDSS 1.0 to 3.5), mod-
erate (EDSS 4.0 to 5.5), and severe (EDSS 6.0 to 7.5). It is to be
noted that the number of eyes is not double the number of
patients or HCs. We excluded eyes that exhibited inadequate
OCT signal strength on baseline scan and excluded subjects
that had other ophthalmologic or neurologic disorders including
glaucoma, diabetic and/or hypertensive retinopathy, and/or a
refractive error greater than six diopters, from the study.
Further, images with poor OCT scan centration were also
excluded, as error in centration may artificially decrease or
increase the measured retinal layer thicknesses.19

The protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) at the University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign, and all participants signed an informed consent

prior to participating in the study. Table 1 shows the subject
demographics and group characteristics.

2.2 Optical Coherence Tomography Imaging and
Segmentation

Retinal imaging in this study was performed using a commercial
OCT system (Spectralis HRA-OCT, Heidelberg Engineering,
Heidelberg, Germany). The OCT scanning protocol consisted
of a 3.9-mm-diameter circumferential scan centered on the
optic nerve head (total 1536 A-scans). All the OCT scans
were performed by several people, all with the same level of
training. After converting the images from the proprietary
E2E format to tiff using the commercial viewing software
(Heidelberg Eye Explorer, version 1.7.1.0), OCT images
were flattened by manually fitting a line to the border between
Bruch’s membrane (BM) and choroid [i.e., the outer border of
BM (OBBM)] in order to make all the OCT scans uniform.
Figure 1 shows representative circumferential peripapillary
OCT images and corresponding en face IR-SLO images, respec-
tively, for the three study groups: (a) HC, (b) MS non-ON, and
(c) MS ON subjects. The green arrows show the scan direction
and were centered over the optic disc.

Six retinal layer lines: (i) inner border of internal limiting
membrane (IBILM), (ii) outer (posterior) border of nerve
fiber layer (OBNFL), (iii) inner border of inner plexiform
layer (IBIPL), (iv) outer border of outer plexiform layer
(OBOPL), (v) junction of inner and outer photoreceptor seg-
ments (ISOS), and (vi) OBBM were automatically segmented
using freely available open source code [OCT Segmentation
and Evaluation Graphical User Interface (OCTSEG), Pattern
Recognition Lab, Friedrich-Alexander University, Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany] developed based on research work on
OCT.20 We rarely corrected the segmented images manually,
but did so when there was an obvious discontinuity in the auto-
matic segmentation. Figure 2 shows representative segmented
OCT images for (a) HC, (b) MS non-ON, and (c) MS ON sub-
jects shown in Fig. 1. The six segmenting lines in Figs. 2(a)–(c),
from top to bottom, represent IBILM, OBNFL, IBIPL, OBOPL,
ISOS, and OBBM, respectively. The OCTSEG software gener-
ates a metadata file containing the retinal layer thicknesses in
pixels, which was then read and processed in MATLAB™ to
prepare the tables for analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Based on the segmentation results, 15 different retinal layer
thickness combinations (IBILM–OBNFL, IBILM–IBIPL,
IBILM–OBOPL, IBILM–ISOS, IBILM–OBBM, OBNFL–
IBIPL, OBNFL–OBOPL, OBNFL–ISOS, OBNFL–OBBM,
IBIPL–OBOPL, IBIPL–ISOS, IBIPL–OBBM, OBOPL–ISOS,
OBOPL–OBBM, and ISOS–OBBM) from the six retinal
layer borders were possible. These thicknesses were calculated
by using the global average of the thicknesses. In a similar way,
there were 105 possible retinal layer thickness ratios from the 15
different thicknesses. It is noteworthy to mention that we first
renamed all the OCT images with random numbers and then
segmented them blindly to avoid any kind of bias. After segmen-
tation, we regrouped the segmented images based on the key for
randomization. All segmentations were performed by the same
person to avoid variability.

2.3 Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (Version
22.0, IBM, Chicago, Illinois) and MATLAB™. Values are

Table 1 Subject demographics and group characteristics.

Control Mild MS
Moderate

MS
Severe
MS

Eyes (patients) 24 (13) 38 (20) 31 (19) 36 (19)

Age (years)
Mean (SD)

51.21 (10.6) 50.31 (9.9) 54.61 (6) 54.86 (5.8)

ON eyes, N (%) 0 (0) 4 (11) 13 (42) 7 (19)

Disease duration
(years) Mean (SD)

n.a. 7.88 (5.7) 16.39 (9.7) 14.2 (9.6)

Female gender,
N (%)

22 (92) 23 (61) 24 (77) 28 (78)
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Fig. 1 Representative circumferential peripapillary OCT images and corresponding en face IR-SLO
images, respectively, for (a) HC, (b) MS non-ON subjects, and (c) MS ON subjects. The green arrows
show the scan direction.

Fig. 2 Representative segmented OCT images for (a) HC, (b) MS non-ON subjects, and (c) MS ON
subjects shown in Fig. 1. The six segmenting lines in (a–c), from top-to-bottom, represent IBILM,
OBNFL, IBIPL, OBOPL, ISOS, and OBBM, respectively.
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presented in the text as mean (standard deviation), unless oth-
erwise noted. A set of ANOVAwas run to perform comparisons
between HC subjects and MS non-ON subjects, and between
the MS non-ON and ON groups for each of the average
thicknesses and ratios. Such ANOVA was also performed to
compare the MS-disability groups. Statistical significance was
set at p < 0.05. We included omega-squared (ω2) as an effect
size estimate for understanding the magnitude of differences
between groups and interpreted the values based on the guide-
lines mentioned by Field.21

3 Results

3.1 Comparison of Average Retinal Thicknesses

We first compared all the retinal thicknesses (global average)
among the study groups. Some of these are presented in
Tables 2 and 3, which show the mean values of thicknesses
along with the standard deviations in parentheses, and the F
and p values from the one-way ANOVA as well as the ω2

value as effect size. Table 2 details some of the ANOVA results
for the MS non-ON group with respect to HC subjects and for

the MS ON group with respect to MS non-ON subjects. The
statistically significant p-values (p<0.05) are shown in bold
text in Table 2 and all the other tables. It can be seen from
Table 3 that the RNFLT (i.e., the layer thickness between the
IBILM and OBNFL) and the combination of RNFLT and
GCLT (i.e., the region between IBILM and IBIPL) are different
in MS non-ON subjects compared to HC. The GCL and the
thicknesses involving the RNFL are different in subjects with
a history of ON, compared to MS non-ON subjects. Table 3
reports such ANOVA results among the MS-disability groups:
mild, moderate, and severe. From the comparison, it appears that
the retinal pigment epithelium (i.e., the region between ISOS
and OBBM) layer and the thicknesses involving the RNFL are
different among the MS-disability groups.

3.2 Comparison of Retinal Ratios

Different ratios were generated from the retinal layer thicknesses
(global average) and compared among the study groups. We
again performed ANOVA for this with respect to HC for the
MS non-ON group, with respect to MS non-ON for the MS-
ON group, and also among the MS-disability groups. Since

Table 2 ANOVA results on some retinal layer thicknesses (global average) from the comparisons: MS non-ON with HCs and MS-ON with MS
non-ON.

Thicknesses (μm)

Control MS non-ON MS-ON

Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

ANOVA

Mean (SD)

ANOVA

F p ω2 F p ω2

RNFL 101.36 (5.42) 93.74 (11.78) 9.40 <0.01 0.07 80.83 (19.80) 15.88 <0.01 0.12

IBILM–IBIPL 144.89 (6.55) 137.91 (14.71) 5.08 0.03 0.04 121.63 (23.31) 17.03 <0.01 0.13

IBILM–ISOS 256.12 (10.09) 252.13 (18.02) 1.07 0.30 <0.01 236.72 (25.30) 11.17 <0.01 0.09

IBILM–OBBM 320.24 (10.85) 317.05 (19.12) 0.60 0.44 <0.01 301.33 (26.05) 10.55 <0.01 0.08

OBNFL–IBIPL 43.53 (4.87) 44.17 (5.48) 0.26 0.61 <0.01 40.80 (5.98) 6.72 0.01 0.05

IBIPL–ISOS 111.22 (6.24) 114.22 (7.24) 3.37 0.07 0.02 115.09 (10.17) 0.22 0.64 <0.01

ISOS–OBBM 64.12 (2.31) 64.92 (2.93) 1.52 0.22 <0.01 64.6 (2.90) 0.22 0.64 <0.01

Note: The statistically significant p-values (p<0.05) are shown in bold text.

Table 3 ANOVA results on some retinal layer thicknesses (global average) from the comparisons: the MS-disability groups with HCs and among
the disability groups.

Thicknesses (μm)

MS-mild MS-moderate MS-severe ANOVA

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) F p ω2

RNFL 98.11 (12.15) 88.17 (10.27) 91.92 (10.53) 5.27 <0.01 0.09

IBILM–IBIPL 143.53 (15.37) 130.37 (13.25) 135.81 (12.33) 5.83 <0.01 0.11

IBILM–ISOS 258.59 (19.95) 243.65 (17.27) 249.59 (13.05) 4.97 <0.01 0.09

IBILM–OBBM 324.60 (21.05) 308.15 (18.01) 313.47 (13.69) 5.79 <0.01 0.10

OBNFL–IBIPL 45.41 (4.87) 42.19 (4.72) 43.89 (6.33) 2.16 0.12 0.03

IBIPL–ISOS 115.07 (7.66) 113.28 (8.96) 113.78 (5.47) 0.4 0.65 <0.01

ISOS–OBBM 66.01 (2.93) 64.49 (2.69) 63.88 (2.71) 4.83 0.01 0.09

Note: The statistically significant p-values (p<0.05) are shown in bold text.
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there were a total of 105 possible ratios, we divided them into
two categories: those involving RNFLT (60) or those that did not
(45), since RNFLT is the only single layer that is significantly
different among the study groups. We subsequently identified
ratios in both categories that were significantly different among
the study groups.

Table 4 shows comparisons of some significant ratios involv-
ing the RFNL layer. For the MS non-ON group, ANOVA was
performed with respect to HC, whereas for MS-ON, ANOVA
was performed with respect to MS non-ON. There were a
total of 52 such significant ratios for both MS non-ON and
MS ON groups. In contrast, Table 5 shows some significant
ratios (out of a total of 23) that do not involve the RFNL
layer for the MS-ON group when compared to MS non-ON.
Interestingly, there were no such significant ratios for the MS
non-ON group.

The ANOVA results of the RNFLT and a few ratios among
the disability groups, compared to HC subjects, are shown in

Table 6. MS-mild eyes show several significant ratios involving
the RNFL layer, even though RNFLT itself in these eyes does
not change significantly with respect to HC. The total number of
such significant ratios is 14 (only three ratios are listed in
Table 6). In contrast, there were 28 and 43 different ratios in
MS-moderate and MS-severe groups, respectively, compared to
HC subjects along with a different RNFLT . The ANOVA among
the MS-disability groups revealed 15 different ratios (only the
ratio RNFL/IBIPL-ISOS is shown in Table 6, last column and
the last row) other than a different RNFLT .

Finally, Table 7 shows the ANOVA results for the cohort of
MS non-ON eyes (n ¼ 24) with RNFLT (global average) in the
range of 96 to 106 μm, when compared to HC subjects
(101� 5 μm). The table shows the RNFLT and the few signifi-
cant ratios involving the RNFL layer. Statistically significant
thickness ratios (p < 0.05) are shown in bold numbers in
Table 7. It is important to mention that none of the other thick-
nesses are different in this cohort.

Table 4 Significant ratios involving the RFNL in both MS non-ON and MS-ON groups.

Ratios

Control MS non-ON MS-ON

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) F p ω2 Mean (SD) F p ω2

RNFL/IBILM–IBIPL 0.68 (0.03) 0.65 (0.03) 12.15 <0.01 0.10 0.63 (0.05) 8.7 <0.01 0.07

RNFL/IBILM–ISOS 0.39 (0.02) 0.36 (0.03) 15.27 <0.01 0.12 0.33 (0.05) 15.41 <0.01 0.12

RNFL/IBIPL–ISOS 0.94 (0.08) 0.85 (0.11) 12.28 <0.01 0.10 0.74 (0.21) 11.8 <0.01 0.09

IBILM–OBNFL/ISOS–OBBM 1.59 (0.11) 1.45 (0.19) 11.29 <0.01 0.09 1.26 (0.34) 12.65 <0.01 0.10

Note: The statistically significant p-values (p<0.05) are shown in bold text.

Table 5 Ratios not involving the RFNL in both MS non-ON and ON groups, but significant only for the MS-ON group.

Ratios

Control MS non-ON MS-ON

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) F p ω2 Mean (SD) F p ω2

OBNFL–IBIPL/OBNFL–OBOPL 0.49 (0.02) 0.48 (0.02) 0.23 0.63 <0.01 0.46 (0.03) 8.45 <0.01 0.07

OBNFL–OBOPL/IBIPL–OBOPL 1.98 (0.09) 1.97 (0.09) 0.13 0.71 <0.01 1.91 (0.11) 6.15 0.01 0.06

OBNFL–ISOS/IBIPL–ISOS 1.39 (0.03) 1.39 (0.04) 0.17 0.68 <0.01 1.36 (0.04) 9.34 <0.01 0.07

OBNFL–OBBM/IBIPL–OBBM 1.25 (0.02) 1.25 (0.03) 0.06 0.81 <0.01 1.23 (0.03) 8.30 <0.01 0.07

Note: The statistically significant p-values (p<0.05) are shown in bold text.

Table 6 ANOVA results from the comparison of RNFL thickness and ratios: the MS-disability groups with HCs and among the disability groups.

Variables

Control MS-mild MS-moderate MS-severe ANOVA

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) F p ω2 Mean (SD) F p ω2 Mean (SD) F p ω2 F p ω2

RNFLT (μm) 101.36 (5.4) 98.11 (12.1) 1.5 0.23 0.01 88.17 (10.3) 28.9 <0.01 0.40 91.92 (10.5) 15.8 <0.01 0.22 5.27 <0.01 0.09

RNFL/IBILM–IBIPL 0.68 (0.03) 0.66 (0.03) 7.89 0.01 0.10 0.65 (0.03) 12.8 <0.01 0.22 0.65 (0.04) 7.73 0.01 0.11 0.81 0.45 <0.01

RNFL/IBILM–ISOS 0.39 (0.02) 0.37 (0.03) 6.9 0.01 0.09 0.35 (0.03) 22.0 <0.01 0.33 0.27 (0.04) 13.5 <0.01 0.19 2.75 0.07 0.04

RNFL/IBIPL–OBOPL 2.39 (0.2) 2.3 (0.34) 1.24 0.27 <0.01 2.6 (0.24) 24.4 <0.01 0.36 2.12 (0.3) 14.2 <0.01 0.2 4.84 0.01 0.09

Note: The statistically significant p-values (p<0.05) are shown in bold text.
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4 Discussion
The peripapillary RNFL thinning in MS patients with or without
a history of ON has been well documented by clinical studies.
However, to our knowledge, other peripapillary retinal layers
were not investigated extensively for such probable differences
in MS patients. In this study, we have calculated the global aver-
age of 15 different retinal layer thicknesses for HC, MS-disabil-
ity groups (non-ON), and MS-ON subjects. The comparison of
different retinal thicknesses (global average) for MS non-ON
eyes with respect to HC shows that in addition to RNFLT ,
the combination of RNFLT and GCLT is different in MS
patients. On the other hand, the thicknesses involving the RNFL
layer and the GCLT were different in subjects with a history of
ON compared to MS non-ON subjects. Thus, the RNFLT indeed
plays an important role in the findings from MS and ON
subjects.

Ratios of thicknesses, in contrast, have rarely been used in
retinal analysis in MS. In this study, we have reported an exten-
sive analysis of different ratios, and for the first time to our
knowledge, these ratios can be used to detect subtle retinal
differences in MS subjects with and without a history of ON.
As many as 105 different ratios were generated from 15 retinal
layer thicknesses (global average). We found several significant
ratios involving the RFNL in both the MS non-ON and MS-ON
groups. However, there were no significant ratios not involving
the RFNL for the MS non-ON subjects compared to the HC
subjects, though a few such ratios were found in the MS-ON
subjects compared to the MS non-ON subjects. As expected,
any ratio without the RNFL and GCL was nonsignificant.
Further, we found a ratio not involving the RNFL (OBNFL–
IBIPL/OBNFL–OBOPL) to be different among the MS-disabil-
ity groups from the ANOVA. Moreover, when the RNFLT and
the ratios of the MS-disability groups were compared to HC, the
ANOVA revealed a very interesting result: even though the
RNFLT is not significantly different, several ratios involving
the RNFL layer appeared significantly different in the MS-
mild group with respect to HC subjects. This is quite remarkable
as such ratios without a difference in RNFLT may suggest the
possibility for detecting early retinal changes in MS. It is to be
noted that in the comparison of MS-moderate and MS-severe
groups, with HC subjects, as well as among the three disability
groups, all show a difference in RNFLT .

We provided a very stringent test of the ratiometric analysis
by generating a group of subjects with MS, who had normal
RNFLT and no history of ON, and compared these ratios

with those from the HCs. We reported that the cohort of MS
non-ON eyes with an RNFLT (global average) in the range
of 96 to 106 μm showed some significant ratios involving
the RNFL layer, though the RNFLT or any of the other thick-
nesses were not statistically different in that cohort. Therefore,
this ratiometric analysis may potentially be more sensitive and
useful than RNFLT alone for detecting early or subtle incremen-
tal retinal layer thickness changes in MS.

It is noteworthy to mention that we have presented the thick-
nesses and ratios as significant for which p values are equal or
less than 0.01 (instead of just p < 0.05) in Tables 2–6, but not in
Table 7. These values of p are a compromise between type I (the
chance of introducing ineffective treatments) and type II (the
chance that effective treatments are not discovered) errors.
However, for Table 7 (the ANOVA results on the cohort of
MS non-ON eyes with RNFL thickness in the range of 96 to
106 μm), we have used p < 0.05 as the level of significance
(there is no ratio with p < 0.01.). Additionally, we have included
the effect size (ω2 values) in Tables 2–7, which are appropriate
measures to evaluate the quality of the study and the statistical
comparisons. The measure of the magnitude of effect in ANOVA
is called effect size, which is important alongside investigating
and reporting the results of null hypothesis statistical testing.
The effect size can be thought of as the correlation between
an effect and the dependent variable. The ω2 values estimate the
degree of association in the population and are particularly use-
ful because they are not affected by sample size (i.e., less biased
compared to other parameters for effect size). Our reported ω2

values indicate medium (0.06) to large (0.14) effects21 whenever
there is statistical significance (i.e., p < 0.05 or better).

We recognize that some limitations of our study include the
limited and unequal numbers of subjects/eyes, the untested
repeatability of our analysis across larger numbers of HC sub-
jects and MS-disability groups, and the possible effects on this
ratiometric analysis in eyes with confounding ophthalmic path-
ologies. Further, we were not able to segment more than six
borders due to the limitation in the open source software, which,
however, does not place any limitation on our analysis. Also, as
we are exploring the possibilities for the ratiometric analysis in
this study, there may be a possible chance for type I error, which
is another limitation of our study. We are essentially providing
the first investigation into the ratiometric analysis that we and
others can follow and build upon in the future. Further studies
with larger subject groups and prospective follow-up are needed
to further validate the findings of this study. The results pre-
sented here, however, support the use of ratiometric analyses of
retinal layer thicknesses as a means for identifying potentially
more sensitive image-based metrics for early and subtle patho-
logical changes in the retinas of MS patients.
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Table 7 ANOVA results on the cohort of MS non-ON eyes with RNFL
thickness (global average) in the range of 96 to 106 μm.

Variables

Control MS non-ON

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) F p ω2

RNFLT (μm) 101.36 (5.42) 99.15 (3.21) 2.74 0.1 0.03

RNFL/IBILM–ISOS 0.39 (0.02) 0.37 (0.01) 5.26 0.03 0.08

RNFL/IBILM–OBBM 0.31 (0.02) 0.3 (0.01) 4.8 0.03 0.08

RNFL/IBIPL–ISOS 0.94 (0.08) 0.89 (0.05) 4.2 0.04 0.07

Note: The statistically significant p-values (p<0.05) are shown in bold
text.
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